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TH E WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

January 29. 1944.

Dear Paul:
I am glad your resignation. effective
at the close of business Monday. January thirtyfirst, tendered in your letter of January twentyfirst does not entail your retirement from the
public service. I accept it, therefore, effective
as of the date indicated.
You have done such good work as Under
Secretary of Agriculture that I have the fullest
confidence you will meet every requirement of
your new responsibilities as Assistant Director
of the Bureau of the Budge t.
Very sincerely yours.

Honorable PE'.ul H. Appleoy.
Under Secretary of Agriculture.
WEI.shington. D. C.

Letter to Paul H. Appleby from President Roosevelt on the occasion of Appleby's
resignation as Under Secretary of Agriculture to accept the post of Assistant Director
of the Bureau of the Budget. From Syracuse University Archives.
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Paul Appleby with Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace, 1933 or 1934. Appleby was Assistant to the
Secretary from 1933 to 1940. From Syracuse University Archives.

The Paul H. Appleby Papers at Syracuse
by Gladys L. Baker
The Paul H. Appleby papers in the Syracuse University Archives, a
unit in the George Arents Research Library, offer the scholar insight into the
achievements and quality of a man who· made contributions to the fields of
government and public administration as a government administrator, a
theorist, a writer, and a teacher of public administration. When Paul Appleby
resigned from the position of Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Budget
in 1944, President Franklin D. Roosevelt wrote:
You have long been an important part of the Washington
scene and have demonstrated your versatility through the
efficiency with which you have discharged the duties of one
important post after another ... latterly those of Assistant
Director of the Bureau of the Budget. 1
Harold D. Smith, Director of the Bureau of the Budget, attempting to
persuade Appleby to return to the same position, wrote that President
Truman had said "you tell him that I want him back in the Government, that
it will not only be helpful to you, but it will be helpful to me as President."2
Two days later, Budget Director Smith wrote Appleby assuring him of the
President's enthusiasm about his selection and urged him to take this position
rather than the position of president of a university which was considered an
alternative. Smith wrote:
I think you would make a swell university president. I have
some reservations, however, as to whether you would like that
kind of job too well for a long-time pull. But I am really
Dr. Baker is Head of the Historical Research Section of the Economic and
Statistical Analysis Division, Economic Research Service, United States
Department of Agriculture. She first pursued research in the Appleby Papers
in Syracuse' University Archives for her article titled "A nd to A ct for the
Secretary: Paul H. Appleby and the Department ofAgriculture, 1933-1940,"
in Agricultural History, Vol XLV, No.4, October 1971. Her most recent
book, of which she is co-author, is The Department of Agriculture, published
by Praeger Press in 1972.
1 Franklin

D. Roosevelt to Paul Appleby, November 17, 1944. From Syracuse University

Archives.
2

Harold D. Smith to Paul Appleby, August 18, 1945. From Syracuse University
Archives.
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concerned that your influence would be greatly limited.... I feel
keenly that you can do much more for humanity in some other
position. Here is roughly my thinking.
If you come back to the Bureau of the Budget as assistant
director - as I hope you will - I would want you to stay at least
a year and would prefer a longer time. Then if I step out, you
could take my place although I do not consider that this would
be much of a promotion.... At any rate, you know how
important the job here is, and my feeling is that it will become
more important rather than less.
That is one possibility. The other relates to the whole
international picture. I feel that with your experience and with
the depth and breadth of your thinking about world problems,
instead of your going in for educating youth - which is a noble
thing - you should devote your efforts to making a more
immediate contribution to the international [sic]. As you know
very well, there are not too many adults in this country who have
the background to make such contributions. That is the tragedy
of our present situation. 3
The position of Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Budget was
only one of the major government positions Appleby held before becoming
Dean of the Maxwell Graduate School of Citizenship and Public Affairs at
Syracuse University.
Most of the Appleby papers in Syracuse University Archives cover the
period from 1945-56. They include correspondence concerning the joint
project of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace and the Maxwell
School on public administration policies within the United Nations. The
records also include correspondence related to the Albany Programs, a
graduate program in public administration jointly administered by New York
University and Syracuse University during 1949-50. Before the collection
relating to the Maxwell School can be used, permission must be secured from
the Dean of the Maxwell School, Alan K. Campbell.
The records in the Syracuse University Archives on the period of
Appleby's public service are high in quality but few in quantity. They are a
very small proportion of the 66 boxes of Appleby records. The bulk of the
collection, 50 boxes, relates to Paul Appleby's third career, when he was an
educator and teacher of public adm'inistration in his capacity as Dean of the
Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Affairs from 1947 through 1955.

3Harold D. Smith to Paul Appleby, August 20, 1945. From Syracuse University
Archives.
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This article is concerned with Appleby's period of government service
because of the insight given in the records to Paul Appleby's character and
development and because the development and the insight gained in this
period prepared him for the position of leadership at Syracuse University.
Appleby's first career as a journalist is also mentioned because it led, by
chance, to his experience in government service.
Paul Appleby's entrance into public life was, he explained to friends,
like being struck by a bolt of lightning. His first career had been in
journalism. Appleby's father, a Congregational minister, had been a journalist
before entering the ministry. When Paul was eight years old, his father
presented him with a printing press. The next year Paul began printing a
paper for boys which he called The Chum, with the subtitle "everybody
needs a chum." The Chum reached a circulation of 2,000 before he had to
give it up because of the cost of printing and mailing.
Appleby served on the editorial board and as editor of the college paper
at Grinnell College where he received his B.A. degree in 1913. After working
for a short time on a fruit farm in the State of Washington, he began
publishing weekly newspapers in Montana, Minnesota, and Iowa. He was
editor of the Iowa Magazine at Waterloo, Iowa from 1920-1924 and was an
editorial writer for the Des Moines Register and Tribune from 1924 to 1926.
In 1926, he returned to running his own paper. He moved to Radford,
Virginia and purchased two weeklies, the News Journal in Radford and the
News Messenger in Christiansburg.
Early in March of 1933, Paul Appleby became special assistant to
Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace. He found himself launched in this
new career as a result of the friendships he developed with Wallace and
Wallace's close associates while liVing in Des Moines. Appleby, who accepted
the job on a trial basis, wrote a letter to Donald Murphy, editor of Wallaces
Farmer, about 10 days after arriving in Washington, in which he revealed his
essential modesty, his idealism, his willingness to take chances for new
intellectual adventure, and his insight. Excerpts from his letter follow:
As to the money: a good friend and leading local Democrat
lent me $100 cash when I was coming.... I haven't asked when
pay day comes, but from now on I can manage. I'm not going to
bother about money during whatever period I'm wanted here,
and I believe this will be possible for me altho a little difficult for
the family....
So far as my own situation is concerned, I'm not thinking
about it except insofar as it may serve Henry's purposes. It
involves a curious mixture of being somebody and being nobody.
The department contains a huge quantity of brains, and H.A. and
his close advisers are of course an extraordinary group. I'm five
5

years behind where I once was (which was far from being abreast)
in knowing what was in H.A.'s mind; it is important that I catch
up as far as possible, and my equipment is limited. In certain
particulars I'm already sure that I can serve well; in others I feel
stupid. In general administrative affairs I believe I'll catch on. In
the technical and specialized lines I dunno .... If I can feel that
H.A. and Tugwell are pleased I believe I can do the job. So far the
departmental reactions are splendid.... My diplomacy has
seemed to come easily these first ten days, surprisingly. As you
say, loyalty to H.A. will be influential. On the other hand, habit
is terribly strong. I think an extended tenure will either make or
break me. At 41 it is odd to be considering experience, yet from
the standpoint of a life the experience is worth while. And
beyond that, the opportunity to give one's self completely, even
in a relatively minor post is priceless. 4
Oth~r personal letters written to Donald R. Murphy in the Syracuse
University Archives give insight into administrative problems of the Department of Agriculture during the turbulent New Deal years, and the role played
by Paul Appleby. These need to be supplemented by Appleby's Oral History
which is on file in the Syracuse University Library and in the Oral History
Office of Columbia University. Appleby served as Assistant to the Secretary
from 1933 to 1940, a position in which he assumed major responsibility for
advising Secretary Wallace and for following through to see that the
Secretary's decisions were carried out. The administration of the Department
under the leadership of Secretary Wallace, assisted by Appleby and others at
the Secretarial level, was considered outstanding in 1937 by staff members of
President Roosevelt's Committee on Administrative Management. In a staff
memorandum to the Committee, Joseph P. Harris made the folloWing
statement with reference to staff studies: "The Department of Agriculture
was recognized as undoubtedly the outstanding executive department from
the standpoint of administrative management."
The Department's reputation as the oustanding example of brilliant
administration can be credited in large measure to Appleby's ability to
organize and follow through thousands of transactions in line with the
Secretary's major policy decisions. His ability to help the Secretary organize
and pull together the various Department agencies into a unified team was in
itself a major contribution to Department policy as well as administration.
The records available at Syracuse, particularly the personal letters to
Murphy, are important to an understanding of Paul Appleby's role and some
of the problems, administrative and political, encountered during this period.
They are not available in the National Archives. Because of the small number
of records at Syracuse on this period, they need to be supplemented by the

4Paul Appleby to Donald R. Murphy, n.d. From Syracuse University Archives.
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Paul Appleby, center, in 1941, after he became Under Secretary of Agriculture, with Secretary Claude
Wickard, left, and Assistant Secretary Grover Hill. From Syracuse University Archives.

much larger collection of Department of Agriculture records at the National
Archives.
During the period of serving as executive assistant to Secretary Wallace,
Appleby had immersed himself in learning about public administration. He
soon found that some of the textbook theories of public administration
current at the time did not fit with his experience and began developing his
own theories, but did not publish his first book on the subject until 1945
when he was for a brief period Vice President and General Manager of the
Queen City Broadcasting Company of Seattle, Washington. The book Big
Democracy contended that administration could not be separated from
policy, that political relations, policy and administration are so intertwined as
to constitute an indivisible whole which is the operation of government.
In the meantime, Paul Appleby had succeeded Claude R. Wickard as
Under Secretary of Agriculture on September 5, 1940. Wickard became
Secretary of Agriculture. During this period, Appleby had a number of high
level special assignments including: Chairman of the International Wheat
Council; Special Adviser to the Administrator, Office of Lend-Lease
Administration; and United States member of the United Nations Interim
Commission 00. Food and Agriculture. Scattered records are available on this
period in the Syracuse University Archives.
Appleby left the Department of Agriculture in 1944 to become
Assistant Director of the Bureau of the Budget, where he served until 1947
except for a short period when he was with the Queen City Broadcasting
Company in Seattle. His service in the Federal government ended in 1947 and
he began a new career at the age of 56. As Dean of the Maxwell Graduate
School of Citizenship and Public Affairs, Appleby had time to re-examine the
field of public administration and to draw upon his own experience to
illustrate his theories of government and public administration. During this
period, he published two books, Policy and Administration in 1949 and
Moralfty and Administration in Democratic Government in 1952, and many
articles. Appleby's fourth book, Public Administration for a Welfare State,
was published in 1961 in connection with his work as consultant to the
government of India during 1952, 1954, 1956, and 1960-61.
He left Syracuse in 1955 to serve as Budget Director for the State of
New York until 1957 when he retired. After retirement he continued to work
in his chosen field of government, making another trip to India, publishing
Citizens as Sovereigns, and writing articles on government and administration
for the journals.
The Appleby papers at Syracuse include material on Appleby's visits to
India as a consultant. A photocopy of the unofficial debate in the Indian
Parliament over the Appleby report to the Nehru government, as well as
comments in the press, are also included. Material on Public Administration
Cases which Appleby had sponsored with a group of like-minded professors

8

to show how important decisions in government were actually made is also at
the Syracuse University Library.
The collection of Appleby papers in the Archives at Syracuse is
primarily concerned with Appleby's ideas and philosophy, but a number of
personal letters also provide insight into his character and his experience in
high administrative positions. These reveal Appleby's interest throughout his
life in new experiences, new learning, and new ideas.

With Nehru in India. Appleby was a consultant to the government of India during the
1950s and early 1960s. From Syracuse University Archives.
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CLASS OF 1912 IS DONOR OF IMPORTANT INDEX
Library Associates wishes to acknowledge a significant gift of the
Class of 1912 to Syracuse University Libraries, the eight-volume Index
to the Human Relations Area Files. An interpretive brochure on the
HRAF describes it as
a research organization composed of twenty-one regular member
institutions. It was established in 1949 as a nonprofit corporation
to collect, organize and distribute information of significance to
the natural and social sciences and the humanities....
Broadly stated, the function of HRAF is to facilitate research
and comparative study in the sciences concerned with mankind,
thereby promoting a general understanding of the peoples of the
world, their ways of life, their problems, values and ideas....
The files are intended to provide data essential to the theorist,
the analyst, the synthesizer, and the critic.
The SOOo-page Index has been processed by HRAF for the Files
as an index to a whole ethnological library. A major purpose of the
Index is to enable a user to consult a bound version of an original
HRAF source if it is available. The Index can also be used to check
coverage in the Files on any given subject without consulting the Files
themselves. It can also serve as an inventory list for the Files and as a
bibliographic guide where the Files themselves are not aV~ilable, and
can be used to determine the quantity of description available on
various subjects.
Syracuse University Libraries is greatly indebted to the Class of
1912 for this most important reference work, and is very appreciative
of their generous gift.
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Nietzsche and His Friends: Richard
Wagner and Jakob Burckhardt
by Meredith A. Butler
From November 1 to 10, 1972, Syracuse University's new Bird
Library was host to a unique exhibition of books, manuscript materials,
photographs, and original graphics by and about Friedrich Nietzsche. The
exhibition was part of the three-day international Nietzsche Symposium
titled "Friedrich Nietzsche's Impact on Western Thought," sponsored by
various academic departments of Syracuse University and attended by many
eminent scholars in the increasingly important field of Nietzsche research.
The interdisciplinary approach to the topic of the symposium was the guiding
principle of the exhibition, which attempted to represent visually Nietzsche's
impact on the fields of philosophy, religion (especially the "death of God"
movement), psychology and literature, and his influence on such diverse
figures as Heidegger, Sartre, Camus, Freud, Thomas Mann, Rilke, Stef~'"
George, and Herman Hesse.
The section of the exhibition which was of particular interest to
Syracuse University Libraries, however, was the section subtitled "Nietzsche
and Friends," in which books and photographs of those people who had
greatly influenced Nietzsche's personal development or the development of
his thought were exhibited. Here the George Arents Research Library
displayed materials from its collection of works of two men who had
considerable influence on Nietzsche: Richard Wagner and Jakob Burckhardt.
Richard Wagner, some thirty-one years older than Nietzsche, had an
extremely important influence on the young man who met him in November,
1868. Wagner's friendship was eagerly sought after and highly prized by the
ambitious scholar who was attracted by Wagner's genius and the revolutionary character of his music. As Walter Kaufmann stated in his Nietzsche:
Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist: "It was Wagner's presence that convinced Nietzsche that greatness and genuine creation were still possible, and it
was Wagner who inspired him with the persistent longing first to equal and
then to outdo his friend." 1
One of the most beautiful items in the Nietzsche Exhibition from the
Arents Library was a facsimile of a holograph score for Wagner's Tristan and
Mrs. Butler, who holds the M.A. in German from Ohio State University and

the M.S. in Library Science from Syracuse, is a bibliographer in the
Humanities Department of the Library.
1

Walter Kaufmann, Nietzsche: Philosopher, Psychologist, Antichrist. 3rd rev. and
enlarged edition, N.Y., Vintage, 1968, p. 30.
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Isolde. Number 15 of a limited edition of 15, it was published by the Drei
Masken Verlag for Siegfried Wagner and presented to his friend John
McCormack in 1924. Tristan, a favorite opera of Nietzsche's, represented
Wagner's highly successful attempt to incorporate his own musical genius
with his passion for Schopenhauer's philosophy. The early Nietzsche shared
Wagner's passion and it was the echo of Schopenhauer's philosophy in
Wagner's Tristan which suggested some of the ideas of Greek culture and
drama that Nietzsche put forth in his unique and original interpretation of
that subject in his first book, The Birth of Tragedy.
Nietzsche eventually outgrew his friendship with and dependence on
Wagner. The breach developed gradually but the outcome was inevitable. Two
men of such genius and independence of mind could not continue to be
friends without one mind becoming dominant and the other submissive. As
Nietzsche became increasingly aware of his own mental gifts and the goals he
wished to pursue, he realized that the Nibelungen Ring and the Bayreuth
festivals, in short, everything that the aging Wagner represented, were
anathema to all he believed in.
A brief study of the facsimile scores with accompanying color plate
illustrations of Wagner's later operas in the Arents Library will make obvious
the changes in Wagner's music and work which resulted in Nietzsche's
repudiation of his once beloved and respected friend's genius. Gone are the
Schopenhauerian strivings of the will, the ecstatic abandonment and drunken
frenzy of the ancient Greek cults. Instead we find a twilight world of German
mythology and Christian mysticism, a combination of bigotry, Germanomania, and political propaganda, all this in a setting which was quickly
becoming a major cultural force much despised by Nietzsche.
Thus we see that, although Wagner had great influence on the early
Nietzsche, his influence did not' last. Nietzsche realized that he could not
fully develop his genius until he broke with Wagner and that break was very
painful indeed. The second painful break was to come in his relationship with
Jakob Burckhardt, another older man who had considerable influence on
Nietzsche.
Burckhardt was a senior professor at the University of Basel and a
scholar of considerable reputation when Nietzsche was appointed to the
University's faculty in 1869. Many of Burckhardt's colleagues in the narrow
world of German academia, with its rigid standards, were surprised at
Nietzsche's appointment to the rank of associate professor because of his
youth (he was twenty-four) and his 'lack of a doctoral thesis or dissertation.
But Burckhardt recognized Nietzsche's genius and at first was a sympathetic
if somewhat reserved supporter of the young Professor of Classical Philology.
Reserve was probably one of Burckhardt's most outstanding personal
characteristics. His outward sober calm and dignity and his Olympian
restraint were reminiscent of the old Goethe and, like Goethe, he had little
12
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Facsimile of holograph score of Wagner's Tristan and Isolde, No. 15 of a limited edition of 15, published by
Drei Masken Verlag for Siegfried Wagner in 1924. From the Rare Book unit of the George Arents Research Library.

patience with the enthusiasms and passions of young men. Perhaps his
attitude resulted from memories of his own stormy and passionate youth.
Burckhardt, a native of Basel, was the son of a Protestant minister, and
he began his university education as a student of theology. But, just like
Nietzsche at a later time, Burckhardt soon lost his faith in orthodox
Christianity, rejected his family heritage, and turned his attentions to other
subjects, namely history and art. He spent part of his formative years in
liberal circles in Germany at the universities of Bonn and Berlin, and at the
latter studied under Leopold von Ranke, for whom he had great respect but
not much affection. Ranke probably had the most potent and lasting
influence on Burckhardt's future career as an historian and it was in Ranke's
seminar that Burckhardt learned how to use and be critical of source
materials.
Burckhardt returned to Switzerland in the 1840s and taught briefly at
the Zurich Polytechnical School. At first he took an active role in the
political and religious dissensions raging in Switzerland at the time, but he
quickly lost interest in politics when harsh words precipitated acts of violence
and the Swiss cantons erupted in political and religious strife. Having, in his
own words, "given up political activity forever," he retired to Italy and to the
study of art history. Later he returned to his native city of Basel and to a
position as Professor of Cultural and Art History at the University of Basel,
where he dedicated himself to his academic pursuits of teaching and lecturing,
research and publication.
The corpus of Burckhardt's writings was published in entirety before he
was fifty. The Age of Constantine the Great (1852), Cicerone (1855), The
Renaissance of Italy (1860), and The History of the Renaissance (1867) are
his most important publications, and they established his reputation as the
cultural historian par excellence of his day.
All of these books are to be found in the original German in the
excellent collection of Burckhardt items in the George Arents Research
Library. In addition to the fourteen-volume collected works and the
six-volume collected letters, the collection contains many notable Burckhardt
first editions as well as many editions published during the author's lifetime.
A few of these books are part of the original von Ranke collection acquired
by Syracuse University in 1887, but most of them have come from the library
of George Leyh, acquired by the University in 1965. Supplementing the
primary works, there is a wealth of secondary materials on Burckhardt,
including two books which spe~ifically deal with his relationship to
Nietzsche 2 and a collection of forty-three miscellaneous items: manuscripts,
letters, newspaper clippings, photostats, etc., all relating to Burckhardt.
In addition to his major works, Burckhardt left notes for a number of
2

Alfred W. O. Martin, Nietzsche und Burckhardt; zwei geistige Welten im Dialog, 2nd
rev. & 3rd rev. and enlarged edition, Ernst Reinhardt, 1942, 1945; and Edgar Salin,
Jakob Burckhardt und Nietzsche, Basel, Verlag der Universitatsbibliothek, 1938.
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lectures given between 1868 and 1871 which were published posthumously
under the title Weltgeschichtliche Betrachtungen (Reflections on World
History). These notes are a gold mine for the Burckhardt scholar because they
contain many analyses of contemporary trends, and subtle personal observations on the purpose of the study of history and on the theoretical problems
historiography poses.
History, for Burckhardt, was not simply a matter of recording facts or
listing events in chronological order. Rather, he believed that the historian
should capture the "spirit" of the age he is investigating, the quality of man's
life at a given point in time. Just as the artist creates in his medium, so too
does the historian "create" a history of culture (as distinct from political
history) by intelligence, industry, intuition, and sensibility.
For this creative activity, the cultural historian's imagination and
intelligence are to be stimulated by contact with original source materials,
both literary and plastic, for both mediums "represent" the literal events of
history in concrete images. Because he was just as concerned with represented
history as he was with literal history, Burckhardt had little use for abstract
concepts and the type of academic pedantry which forces accumulated facts
into systems of ideas. He believed that the specialization in trifles, the passion
for facts, numbers, and statistics reduced experience to art abstract notion of
measurable data and destroyed its essence or spirit. He was profoundly
skeptical and very critical of schemes which attempted to systematize the
events of man's history. into rationally ordered patterns. Burckhardt aimed
for a comprehensiveness of vision, and he saw this as a creative act of the
historian who must use facts and imagination to retell history.
Like Wagner, Burckhardt was greatly influenced by the philosophy of
Schopenhauer, and it was their mutual interest in Schopenhauer which
brought Burckhardt and Nietzsche together. Neither thinker believed in the
Hegelian concept of history as the record of man's progress. Rather, both
believed history to be a record of what "is" and never develops. The center of
history for Burckhardt was man and the story of his struggles to survive on
earth.
Burckhardt's emphasis on the role of man in history, his profoundly
humanistic creed, greatly influenced the development of Nietzsche's early
thought. In his first book, The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche had written much
with which Burckhardt agreed. They had discovered the congruence of their
aesthetic ideas as a result of their related views of antiquity. The influence of
Burckhardt's lectures on history, which Nietzsche attended, can be seen
clearly in the development of Nietzsche's thought from The Birth of Tragedy,
in which he placed primary emphasis on aesthetic principles, to the later
Untimely Meditations, where man and his role in history take on increasing
importance. Nietzsche's vision of the great artist changed under Burckhardt's
influence to the vision of the great man. Nietzsche's historical studies,
especially those on Greek and Renaissance culture, also show Burckhardt's
15

The Burckhardt section of the Bird Library exhibit of books, manuscript materials,
photographs and original graphics by and about Nietzsche, November 1972.
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influence. Like Nietzsche, Burckhardt had lost his faith in God and his belief
in man's salvation, but, unlike Nietzsche, Burckhardt was not disturbed in the
core of his being by this loss of faith. Nietzsche believed Burckhardt's
humanity, his cheerful pessimism, his stoicism in the face of the abyss, and
his resigned serenity to be a pose, but Nietzsche probably was wrong.
To Burckhardt, Nietzsche's nihilism was repugnant and his despair
self-indulgent. His original sympathy and affection for the young Professor of
Philology quickly disappeared as Nietzsche's publications became increasingly
strident, visionary, and nihilistic. For' Nietzsche's objectives and concerns
were not those of Burckhardt, who summed up his aim in life in a letter to
Nietzsche written February 25, 1874:
I had to furnish the people I taught with that framework which
they could not do without for their future studies if all was not
to be left hanging in the air. I have done everything possible to
guide them to their own appropriation of the past - an
appropriation of any sort - and the same (everything possible)
not to mislead them. I wished that they might, from their own
strength, learn to pluck the fruits; I also never thought about
elevating the teacher and pupil in the narrow sense; on the
contrary, I hoped that each listener might form for himself the
conviction and desire: one could and ought to make that part of
the past which appeals to everybody individually, something of
oneself, and there could be something gratifying in that. 3
Burckhardt's aloofness was as painful to Nietzsche as, earlier, Wagner's
betrayal of his own genius had been. But even in his last moments of sanity
Nietzsche's respect for Burckhardt did not waver. In his last letter to
Burckhardt, written during his final collapse, Nietzsche wrote, "Now you are
our great - our greatest teacher."4
These, then - Wagner and Burckhardt - were the two men in
Nietzsche's life whom intellectually he abandoned in the process of
discovering himself and his own message. In the end, he was alone in his
madness.

Jakob Burckhardt, Brie/e, 6 vol., Basel, Benno Schwabe & Co., 1949. Vol. 5, p.
222-223.
4 Nietzsche's letter to Burckhardt, January 6, 1889. First published in Salin (see footnote
2).
3
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Margaret Bourke- White and Erskine
Caldwell: A Personal Album
by William A. Sutton
Margaret Bourke-White read Tobacco Road (1932) during a vacation,
lying in a small boat off the shore of Connecticut. She was deeply moved at
this introduction to its author, Erskine Caldwell, an artist with whom she felt
much sympathy.
Several years later, wishing to demonstrate the facts behind Tobacco
Road, Erskine conceived the idea of a word-and-picture book on the realities
of poverty in the southern states. Negotiations for a photographer to
accompany him were begun in March, 1936, and resulted in a month's tour
with Margaret Bourke-White and her camera through several states, beginning
in Augusta, Georgia, in July.
Among the more identifiable results of the tour were a book called
You Have Seen Their Faces (1937); their falling in love; their marriage from
1939 to 1942; two more collaborative books, North of the Danube (1939)
and Say! Is This the U.S.A. (1941); and their joint coverage from Moscow
between June and October, 1941, of the German attack on Russia.
Fundamentally, what pulled them together also separated them. The
personal attraction between them was so great that it resulted in the
termination of Erskine's first marriage in April, 1938. Their ideas, represented
in their joint books and in Journeyman, Erskine's first novel during his life
with Margaret, were very similar. They strongly shared a sympathy for the
poor, needy, and inept, had a strong skepticism about evangelistic and
materialistic religion, and were deeply opposed to the developing Fascistic
regimes in Germany and Spain. Margaret was happy to collaborate, therefore,
in You Have Seen Their Faces, about rural poverty, and North of the Danube,
a book which suggested in 1938 what the Nazis were like, and she loved
Journeyman, a book which mercilessly exposes the rascal-religionist whom
both Erskine and his minister father despised.
But Margaret had an overriding allegiance to the importance of her
superb photographic work, which it seems likely Erskine never viewed with
Dr. Sutton is a Professor ofEnglish at Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana.
He is the author of The Road to Winesburg, a study of Sherwood Anderson,
published by Scarecrow Press in 1972, and a feature on Erskine Caldwell
titled "Georgia On His Mind," in the January 25, 1973, edition of the
Douglas (Georgia) Enterprise. His biography ofErskine Caldwell is at present
in the hands of his publishers, and he is currently working on a book
concerning Caldwell's treatment of racial problems.
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particular awe. Having conquered the ruin of a first marriage and having
established herself artistically and professionally before she met Erskine,
whose deep attraction she doubtless also saw as a threat to her important and
hard-won freedom, she struggled for several years against the idea of marriage,
even stating in public in August, 1938, that she did not plan to marry.
Erskine, for his part, needed to be dominant. During the period of
Margaret's second leaving to go overseas on a military photographic mission,
he gave up, presumably peremptorily, left their house in Darien, Connecticut,
went to California, then to Arizona, and proceeded to get a Mexican divorce
on December 19, 1942, while Margaret was afloat in a lifeboat on the
Mediterranean, awaiting rescue from a torpedoing incident.
The accompanying pictures, a selection from hundreds dealing with
this relationship in the Bourke-White Collection of the George Arents
Research Library at Syracuse University, will suggest a few aspects of the
phase of Margaret Bourke-White's life spent in a vital contact with another
major American artist.

Margaret Bourke- White presented her personal and professional papers, including hundreds of prints and negatives of her
photographs, to Syracuse University before her death in 1971.
Following her death, the Library received additional thousands of
photographs and negatives from her estate. As a result, the
Bourke- White Collection at Syracuse provides an invaluable store
of research materials for photographers, journalists, and
historians.
An exhibit of some of the Bourke- White works, prepared
and mounted by Library Science students Robert Madden and
Judith Woods, opened on the sixth floor of the Bird Library on
February 26. On display until the end ofMarch were many of her
famous photographs, books by and about her, and some of her
correspondence, all from the Library's Bourke- White Collection.
Several years ago, Miss Bourke- White was awarded a Newhouse
Citation for her contributions to the field of photographic art and
journalism Some of the cameras with which she painted her
'unforgettable portraits of the human experience are on permanent ,. display in the lounge of the Newhouse School of Public
Communications.
Dr. Sutton has chosen in this essay to portray Margaret
herself during one seven-year period of her life, with the addition
of a few photographs from the books You Have Seen Their Faces
and North of the Danube, published during the same period.
-Ed.
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This picture, taken in 1937, following the trip to capture poverty in the
southern states but before publication of Yau Have Seen Their Faces,
represents the collaborators as they were when they started out. The car is
not the original one.
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This was a shot Margaret just had to take. In addition to the obvious relation
between the author and Tobacco Road, perhaps the Panther Springs sign
touched her funny bone.
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It frustrated Erskine to find that people would deny that Tobacco Road was
written from life. Pictures of people like these, intended to suggest the
barrenness, both culturally and economically, of a part of one of the world's
greatest countries, helped Margaret and Erskine document the ravages of the
hard life of the share-croppers, people of the economic level of his fictional
characters. From You Have Seen Their Faces. Reprinted by permission of
Erskine Caldwell.
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Margaret and Erskine shared a very skeptical view of the fundamentalist,
evangelistic type of religion exemplified by such sign-posting as is shown in
this picture, which was one of their favorites.
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Another 1936 photo. Kit was Erskine's name for Margaret. Skinny had long
been an adaptation of Erskine, going back to his lanky youth. Margaret tried
other names for him but found she could not improve on it.
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Margaret's interest in photographing animals and insects was fanatic. She had
jars of egg cases in the car on the July, 1936, trip, so that she might
photograph the life cycle of the mantis. In the Arctic, she prevailed on the
captain of a ship to bring his vessel to a halt so she could photograph hatching
butterflies without vibration. Erskine did not share her extreme reaction to
this kind of work. Reprinted by permission of LIFE (c) Time Inc.
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The two collaborators traveled through Europe, particularly the Balkan area,
in 1938. Their intense reaction against the Nazi occupation of Czechoslovakia
was apparent in North of the Danube. Reprinted by permission of LIFE (c)
Time Inc.
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Probably the pattern in the photograph was as important to Margaret in this
picture of girls hoeing sugar beets in Slovakia as was its commentary on the
state of agriculture and the economy. From North of the Danube. Reprinted
by permission of Erskine Caldwell.
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A view of "Horseplay Hill," the h.ouse Margaret and Erskine built on
Point-o-Woods Road in Darien, Connecticut, and which they began to occupy
in November, 1938. Margaret landscaped it and furnished it with great care,
fought Parkinson's disease with courage and endurance there for nearly
twenty years. It was still her home when she died in August, 1971.

Both Margaret and Erskine loved cats. The interest and devotion which
caused this picture, probably of one of the Darien cats, is apparent.
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When Margaret finally capitulated to the idea of marriage, which took place
under the most romantic circumstances in a deserted chapel in Silver City,
Nevada, on February 29, 1939, the couple continued westward to honeymoon in Hawaii, where this picture was taken.
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The upper of these two Christmas cards, a memento of their team research
which produced Say! Is This the U.S.A., was their card for 1941, as is chalked
on the freight car. It was sent just after their return from covering the
German attack on Russia. The lower, taken on board ship in the White Sea, as
they returned from Russia in late October, 1941, similar in humorous style to
the other, was apparently planned and executed early in 1942. By the time it
would have been appropriate, their marriage had ended. Apparently it was
never sent. Reprinted by permission of LIFE (c) Time Inc.
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When she might have been mailing that 1942 Christmas card, Margaret was
spending a "rather uncomfortable and unusual eight hours of sitting in a very
rough and flooded lifeboat," as she wrote to her stepson. Torpedoed while
being shipped to North Africa to take pictures for the air force in December,
1942, she took this picture before she was rescued from the Mediterranean at
precisely the same time that Erskine's divorce proceedings rescued them both
from a marriage they no longer enjoyed. Reprinted by permission of LIFE (c)
Time Inc.
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Lester G. Wells: An Appreciation
by Edwin H. Cady

A favorite book to me from its inception more than twenty years ago
has been Stephen Crane's Love Letters to Nellie Crouse: With Six Other
-Letters, New Materials on Crane at Syracuse University and a Number of
Unusual Photographs (1954). The almost incredibly seventeenth century title
(a 24-word title for an 87-page book) bespeaks the character of that
pioneering Director of the Syracuse University Press, Dr. William Miller. Yet
it really is a wonderful little book. It set forth the treasures of the Syracuse
University Stephen Crane Collection - amassed mainly through the generosity of George Arents and the research acuity of Lester G. Wells.
Among the brightest gems were three of the most carefully composed
and self-revealing letters of a great but still rather mysterious author. There
was also a set of fme photographs. There was a collection of other letters, one
the funniest Crane ever wrote, and a series of fundamental Crane documents.
It had all been gathered through the energy, pertinacity, and imagination of
Lester Wells. And one of the things that makes me fond of the book is that
the interminable title page continues: "Edited with notes and introductions
by Edwin H. Cady and Lester G. Wells." Why did it read that way? Because I
went to Bill Miller at the Press and swore to him that Lester was not to have
his way. Lester's name, I demanded, must appear on the title page no matter
what he said.
Lester as researcher was a fighting man, tough, resourceful, sharp.
Lester as careerist was modest past the point of self-deprecation, even to the
point of such timidity that he let himself be neglected, exploited, even
robbed. His contributions to scholarship and his Library were positive. I am
proud to have taken a little stroll toward posterity holding hands with Lester.
His contributions to the future were to be substantial. The Courier and the
Syracuse University Library Associates, with all the many things they have
done and mean, appeared to me when they were founded to rest solidly on
some ofLester's work.
Professor Cady came to Syracuse from The Ohio State University as an
Assistant Professor of English in 194.6. One of the founders of the Syracuse
American. Studies Program, he was also the first director of the Ph.D. in
Humanities Program, a member for ten years of the Syracuse University Press
Board, and a member of the .Board of Editors of Symposium. He has
published books on W. D. Howells, Stephen Crane, John Woolman, and the
theory of literary realism, among other topics. Since 1959 the James H. Rudy
Professor ofEnglish at Indiana University, he will assume a post as Professor
ofEnglish at Duke University in the autumn of 1973.
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Lester Wells tests the emergency lock on the Lena R. Arents Book Room in
Carnegie Library, circa 1960. From Syracuse University Archives.
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Yet it is finally as a teacher that Lester Wells now seems most
important to me. He was an archivist, bibliographer, bookman. If he ever
taught a class (as I suspect, for the first time on writing this, he must have), I
was never aware of it. Part of his modesty was to disclaim all right to
preference or recognition as a professor: he was "staff," a hewer of wood.
But who teaches most and best - the teacher ·with his classroom myriads? or
he who teaches the teachers? Lester taught me a lot.
The odds are that it was in the autumn of 1952 that a note came to me
from Lester Wells inviting me tq see some interesting new holograph letters of
Stephen Crane. When I came to his desk in the cluttered, converted classroom
which served him as office, I saw what family precedents authorized me to
think a very Upstate type, a lean, loose-jointed man, already stooped,
aquiline, with soft, kindly eyes and voice belying his scowl. He handed me the
volume, elegantly bound in scarlet and padded leather, which housed the
legendary Crouse letters and invited me to take them home, read them, and
see what I thought.
"By the way," he said apologetically, "I have made some typed copies
for you to use if you want. But of course you'll want to see if they are
correct. And I've added a few notes of some things I happened to know."
As it took me some time to discover, the texts were unknown to Crane
scholarship; they had been immaculately transcribed; and in no printed
source could some of Wells's notes be found. Then it transpired that in the
George Arents Stephen Crane Collection at Syracuse University of which Mr.
Wells was Curator, a number of very interesting other Crane items reposed.
When I first met Lester Wells, I had only a text-book acquaintance with
Stephen Crane. By the time Lester was done with me, I had begun to know
something about Crane and we had a curious but fascinating little book.
What I learned about Stephen Crane from Lester Wells became
important to me as a teacher and a scholar. But the other things he taught
were bigger than that. Lester had an exaggerated faith in his ideal of the
scholars, men of an intellectual class far above his, for whom he felt it an
honor to toil. He caught sharply and bitterly the lapses of those who through
fakery, cant, or laziness betrayed his ideal. His reverence for reality in
scholarship reinforced in me the ideal of my own best professors.
Lester was generous with what he knew. He had so little use for
fox-hole or "Keep-off-my-turf' scholarship that he would, though livid with
despair, give away secrets even to selfish fakes who he knew would salt them
away and still block everybody - 'including Lester Wells - from access to
materials. Like my professor Harry Hayden Clark, Lester taught free-trade in
ideas and documents.
And Lester was, above all, a University man. He was for Crane, and
Special Collections, and Rare Books, and the Library. But he was for me and
Bill George and Howard Brogan: he was for anybody and anything that
42

would build up the University. He was willing to give any resource he could
muster for the cause, never minding that the cause kept him obscure and paid
him sometimes in bureaucratic sneers. He drew the University men - like
Toni Pace and Mary Marshall - to him and sometimes acquainted them with
each other. He made Syracuse then and now a better University. Like the
man in Robert Frost's poem, he "had a lover's quarrel" with his world.

Lester Grosvenor Wells was born in Cazenovia, New York,
on August 26, 1894. He was a graduate of Syracuse University
and, after serving as assistant export manager for Oneida Ltd. for
twenty-three years, returned to Syracuse in 1943 to acquire a
Library Science degree. In 1946, Mr. Wells organized the Lena R.
Arents Rare Book Room and became the University's first Rare
Book Librarian. He was the author of a number of books and
articles, among them works on the Oneida Community and
Stephen Crane.
Mr. Wells was the recipient of the 1962 Post Standard
A ward for oustanding service to Syracuse University Libraries.
His citation read: "For your scholarly interest in history and
books which has consistently for two decades raised the level of
academic accomplishment of the library staff; for your discriminating and wise judgment which has guided the acquisition and
use of rare books and special collections to the library; for your
distinction as the first Curator of Special Collections and first
Rare Book Librarian at this your Alma Mater; for the superb taste
and technical knowledge you have contributed to the creation
and development of the Lena R. Arents Book Room; for your
authorship which has not only interpreted notable sources of the
Library to the world of scholarship but also increased the prestige
of Syracuse University; for your generous gifts of rare books
which have expressed your deep understanding of the role of rare
books in an academic community and an abiding loyalty to your
Alma Mater; and for your leadership in the Dikaia Foundation of
Delta Upsilon where mind and heart were merged to benefit
Syracuse University and its library: the Syracuse, New York, Post
Standard A ward for the year 1962 is presented to Lester
Grosvenor Wells, Class of 1918. "
Mr. Wells died at his home in Syracuse on September 30,
1972.
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Gerrit Smith. From a portrait by E.W. Goodwin. Photograph from the Gerrit Smith
Collection in the George Arents Research Library.
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The Feminist Movement
As Reflected in the Gerrit Smith Papers
by Judith Mesinger
The history of many nineteent.h and twentieth century reforms in
America is well documented in the papers of Gerrit Smith and his family,
residents of Peterboro in Madison County, New York, during the nineteenth
century. The Gerrit Smith Collection in the George Arents Research Library
at Syracuse University is rich in materials related to several of these reform
trends and activities, among them the feminist movement.
Smith, well known among his contemporaries as a reformer and a
philanthropist, said of himself:
Mr. Smith is generally known as an abolitionist. ... Since 1824 a
large amount of his time and money has been spent in advocating
many civil and social changes: in behalf of temperance; of the
abolition of Slavery; of the abolishment of imprisonment for
debt; of land-reform against land-monopoly; of securing the rights
of suffrage to free blacks; of giving to women social and civil
rights equal to those of men; of the abrogation of sects in
religion; and above all, in making practical in thousands of
instances, the theories he has advanced, and to which he has made
his life a harmonious and beautiful testimony! 1
Looking back, historians consider certain causes to have been closer to
Smith's heart and purse than others. "With feminism he seems to have
relatively little to do, in spite of the fact that his cousin, Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, was one of the most active workers for women's rights."2 This
statement seems plausible, however, only in a relative sense, i.e., when
Smith's participation in the feminist movement is contrasted with his
participation in others. For in absolute terms, as attested to by the
information in his correspondence, he was quite active in this cause.
Mrs. Mesinger, who is currently abroad, is a 1972 graduate of Syracuse

University, and was a graduate student at the University during the first
semester of the 1972-73 academic year.
1

Gerrit Smith, "Autobiographical Sketch," n.d. From the George Arents Research
Library. All subsequent footnote references to documents in the Arents Library will
identify the source by the initials GARL.

2George W. Roach, Calendar of the Gerrit Smith Papers, Albany: Work Project
Administration, 1942, Vol. 2, p. x.
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Gerrit Smith was born to Elizabeth and Peter Smith on March 6, 1867,
in Utica, New York, graduated from Hamilton College in 1818, and married
Wealtha Ann Backus, daughter of Hamilton's president. Following her death
within a year of the wedding, Gerrit devoted most of his time to managing his
father's vast estate. His second marriage in 1822 to Ann Carol Fitzhugh
produced four children: Elizabeth, born 1822; Fitzhugh, born 1824; Ann,
born 1839; and Greene, born 1842. Elizabeth married Charles D. Miller in
1843,3 outlived her siblings by twenty-five years, and was an active force in
the feminist movement.
For several possible reasons, the overwhelming proportion of the
feminist correspondence in the Smith papers was addressed to Gerrit Smith
himself. For one thing, the most outstanding gap in the Gerrit Smith
collection is in Elizabeth Smith Miller's letters from 1847 to 1851. These
years include the time when she first began to wear bloomers, yet references
to this fact, as well as any possible correspondence from Amelia Bloomer, are
conspicuously missing from this collection. Also, Gerrit was the true head of
the Smith family, the Sage of Peterboro, and it was to him that most of the
correspondence would naturally flow. But despite the fact that most of the
letters were addressed to Gerrit Smith alone, other evidence of the parts
played especially by his daughter and wife in the women's rights movement
preclude a paper focused only on the patriarch. Not only was Elizabeth Smith
Miller a communicating link between other feminists and her father; many of
her letters to him mention her correspondence with other prominent
feminists, and her work at the offices of the Revolution, the American Equal
Rights Association, and the American Suffrage Committee. 4
A significant portion of the correspondence deals with Gerrit Smith's
role as a philanthropist in the cause of women's rights. Though many
acknowledged that his pocket book must have been taxed, they nevertheless
thought their cause worthy of a contribution. Possibly the most eloquent plea
came from Susan B. Anthony, who wrote to Gerrit Smith, "to whom shall
our Equal Rights work look if not to you at this hour of its great
need.... You will hear my appeals to you, Mr. Smith, I know - for your
love for the principles of equal rights to all is never failing."S Family ties
must have eased any discomfort in asking for funds, as Elizabeth Cady
Stanton requested money in her letters more frequently than others. Like her
co-workers, she was not shy in making her wishes known. But by 1867 she
could make the unusual claim that if Gerrit Smith would help her and Susan
Anthony now, they would never trouble him again,6 and evidently they did
3

Inventory of the Gerrit Smith Papers, GARL.

4Elizabeth Smith Miller to Gerrit Smith, New York, January 14, 1869; March 28, 1869;
and November 1970. GARL.
5

Susan B. Anthony to Gerrit Smith, New York, March 3,1867. GARL.

6

Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Gerrit Smith, New York, August 6, 1867. GARL.
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not. Instead, Paulina Wright Davis solicited on their behalf in 1869, saying
that Elizabeth and Susan were too proud and determined. 7 Probably the
bluntest acknowledgement of a contribution came from Lucy Stone who
wrote to Smith, "thank you for it ($30), and the good will which came along
with it, all the same as though it had been the larger sum we had suggested."8
Other beneficiaries, however, were more grateful upon receipt of their sums.
In fact, every feminist of any prominence who corresponded with Smith
asked for money at one time or another, specifying the purposes for which
they wanted it. Included in this category were Elizabeth Oakes Smith,
Antoinette Brown, and Victoria Woodhull.
When the feminists were not asking Smith for money, they were asking
for his presence at a convention or at least his signature on a petition. Many
of these requests for appearances and speeches were made at second hand
through his daughter, Elizabeth. Apparently some thought she would be more
successful at persuading her father to attend than if he had been asked
directly. Difficulties arose when Smith allowed his name to be used for the
American Woman Suffrage Association upon Lucy Stone's request. 9 Angered
by this, Paulina Wright Davis, a leader in the National Woman Suffrage
Association (which advocated female suffrage by a constitutional amendment
rather than by the American Woman Suffrage Association's method of
suffrage through state actions), responded, "It seems to me that you could
not be aware of all that giving your name involves.... By giving your name
and influence to that convention you give it to a party whose purpose aim
and object is to destroy Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony.,,1o
Smith's stance with the American Association was not so steadfast, and he
was considered prominent enough to be asked by Theodore Tilton in 1870 to
help unite the two factions. 11 Similar appeals to Smith for appearances,
speeches, and signatures did not really stop until his death.
Gerrit Smith certainly did not generally wait to be asked to participate
in the women's rights struggle. He was quick to volunteer his opinions and
money when he saw suitable opportunities. He considered that "the object of
the 'Woman's rights movement' is nothing less than to recover the rights of
woman - nothing less than to achieve her independence. She is now the
dependent of man: and, instead of rights, she has but privileges - the mere
concessions (always revocable and always uncertain) of the other sex to her
sex." Stating his case for the oneness of the sexes, he continued

7

Paulina Wright Davis to Gerrit Smith, Providence, November 4, 1869. GARL.

II

Lucy Stone to Gerrit Smith, Boston, January 25, 1873. GARL.

9

Lucy Stone to Gerrit Smith, New York, September 30,1869. GARL.

10

Paulina Wright Davis to Gerrit Smith, New York, November 4, 1869. GARL.

11

Theodore Tilton to Gerrit Smith, New York, March 1870. GARL.
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I would have no characteristic delicacy of woman, and no
characteristic coarseness of man. On the contrary, believing man
and woman to have the same nature, and to be therefore under
obligation to have the same character, I would subject them to a
common standard of morals and manners. The delicacy of man
should be no less shrinking than that of woman, and the bravery
of woman should be one with the bravery of man. 12
Except for the physical differences necessary for the perpetuation of the race,
man and woman are equal in their rights, responsibilities, duties, dignity and
destiny. Agreeing with her father, Elizabeth Miller wrote him that any person
physically fit should be able through head or hands to support himself. 1 3
Smith saw a direct relationship between a woman's dress and the evils
she was trying to abolish. Though he did not believe dress to be the cause of
woman's abasement, costume was its outgrowth and symbol. "Were woman
to throw off the dress, which, in the eye of chivalry and gallantry, is so well
adapted to womanly gracefulness and womanly helplessness, and to put on a
dress, that would leave her free to work her way through the world, I see that
chivalry and gallantry would nearly or quite die out.,,14 For Smith this was
the most efficacious way for woman to become man's equal instead of
remaining a bewitching character, plaything, doll or idol. The contemporary
dress style was simply unsuited for most human pursuit. And as far as he was
concerned, for women in the women's rights movement to remain unaware of
this fact was folly.
Thus it was not surprising that Elizabeth Smith Miller, influenced by
her father, was the first to adopt such dress. The costume" immortalized with
the last name of Amelia Bloomer, was comprised of a short skirt over loose
fitting pants. When Mrs. Miller wore it to Seneca Falls, it so impressed her
cousin, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, that the latter soon wore a similar costume.
While many feminists wore bloomers for two or three years, they soon lost
the conviction of its effectiveness, because of general hostility to the
fashion. 1 5 Many women praised Mrs. Miller in public or private correspondence for her courage, as Lucy Stone did in a letter to Gerrit Smith. 16 Susan
B. Anthony agreed with Smith on the principle of dress. She wrote him, "I
can see' no business association, in which woman, in her present dress can
possibly earn equal wages with man - & feel that it is folly for us to make the
demand until we adopt our dress to our work - I every day feel more keenly
the terrible bondage of these long skirts...." Nevertheless, Miss Anthony
12Gerrit Smith to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Peterboro, December 1, 1855. Printed copy,
GARL.
1 3 Elizabeth Smith Miller to Gerrit Smith, New York, May 3, 1868. GARL.
14 Gerrit Smith to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Peterboro, December 1, 1855. Printed copy,
GARL.
15Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Eighty Years and More, London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1898, pp.
201,203.
16Lucy Stone to Gerrit Smith, Pittsburgh, January 8, 1854. GARL.
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The Smith mansion in Peterboro in 1927. Built by Peter Smith in the first quarter
of the nineteenth century, it was destroyed by fire in 1936.

Portion of a letter from Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Gerrit Smith, December 16, 1861.
From the Gerrit Smith Collection in the George Arents Research Library.
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also reverted to long skirts, for "want of moral courage."I? Escorted bravely
by her husband, Elizabeth Smith Miller persevered in spite of the stares and
gossip, though, in the end, she too gave up.
Though Lucy Stone won fame for being the first woman to retain her
maiden name upon marriage, others also were troubled by this issue. Most
eminent among them was Elizabeth Cady Stanton, who admonished her
cousin Gerrit not to address letters to her with "E. C. Stanton," but rather
"E. Cady Stanton." She continued, "I am not tenacious about the Mrs. but E.
C. is no name. Suppose I should write to you Mr: G. S. Fitzhugh. You see my
dear cousin you have not taken in the whole idea.,,18
Many women active in religious reform causes were also active in the
cause of women's rights. Often they were Quakers who were accustomed to
having a position of responsibility within their church, or they were women
trying to carve out a more prominent place in their faith. The ministry was a
well guarded male bastion, and it was not surprising that as women became
increasingly concerned with their status, some would try to raise their
position within the church. One such woman was Antoinette L. Brown, who,
after much pleading with the authorities, was finally admitted to Oberlin
Theological Seminary. She graduated in 1850, but it was not until 1853 that
she was permitted to receive ordination and to serve a congregation. A year
after graduation she wrote to Smith, explaining her thoughts on the "Bible
Position of Woman," a study begun while at Oberlin and later expanded into
a book. She believed that there were no scriptural privileges accorded to sex.
"Man and woman were created equals. Joint possession & dominion was given
them in the earth & over the irrational creation. Neither had any superiority
over the other one. The unjust subjection of woman grew out of sin." She
continued elaborating on the subjection of woman in the New Testament
which she considered to be comparable to the subjection of all people to one
another. That man was called the head of a woman did not connote power
and authority but rather a symbol of preeminence. "Man is head of woman as
Christ is head of the Church . ... But the figure of mystical head and body is
not complete when we speak of Christ's relation to people without talking of
their relation to him.,,19
Smith agreed with Brown at least in principle. Though he was
somewhat uncertain as to whether the Bible actually downgraded woman's
status, he rebelled against people using the Book to sanctify their sins against
women. While many of his contemporaries stated definitively that the Bible
taught woman's inferiority, Smith argued that it did not teach us what to do,
but urged us to do what we already knew should be done. The Bible should
not be used to testify against one's conscience in favor of one's sins. 2o
17

Susan B. Anthony to Gerrit Smith, Rochester, December 25, 1855. GARL.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Gerrit Smith, Seneca Falls, December 16, 1861. GARL.
Antoinette L. Brown to Gerrit Smith, Andover, December 26, 1851. GARL.
2 °Gerrit Smith to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Peterboro, December 1, 1855. Printed copy,
GARL.
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As the crusade for women's rights focused more and more on securing
the ballot, the correspondence of the times contained increasing numbers of
references to suffrage. Elizabeth Smith Miller wrote a letter, later published in
many papers, commenting on " ... not only the unreasonableness, but the
absurdity of depriving woman of the right to self representation on the
ground that male suffrage is sufficient for her need. Is not this anomalous
condition as perilous as it is false to the spirit of justice which is the basis of a
true Republic?" She documented her claims with statistics of her village,
certifying the high degree of qualifications of women residing there as
opposed to men. 21 Furthermore, many reformers came to agree with
Elizabeth Oakes Smith, a feminist prominent after the Civil War, who said,
" ... I make the right of Suffrage, the basis of all reforms to my sex.,,2 2
Naturally, the issue of woman suffrage turned to the Constitution - did
it contain the right of ballot for women? Elizabeth Cady Stanton firmly
argued that "as our Constitution now exists, there is nothing to prevent
women or negroes from holding the ballot, but state legislation." If, however,
the word "male" was to be inserted in the resolution as proposed to Congress,
she felt it would take at least a century to get it out.23
While Gerrit Smith had apparently considered female suffrage important for many years, in 1855 he had questioned the value of giving women
this right. "Of what comparative avail would be her exercise of the right of
suffrage, if she is still to remain the victim of her present false notions of
herself and of her relations to the other sex?,,24 However, in 1873 he wrote
to Susan B. Anthony that "man's claim to this right of suffrage was prior to
and far above all Constitutions; and the like claim to this right he should have
been prompt to recognize in woman. But alas, Constitutions, being
man-made, are made almost universally, in the interest of defeating and
ignoring this claim on the part of woman!" In his mind, the Constitution
could not settle who has the ballot, and it definitely did not contain any
hindrances to woman suffrage. Though he conceded that the first section of
the Fifteenth Amendment did not refer to women, this fact was no indication
of their exclusion from suffrage. Instead, Smith believed it unnecessary for
women to be mentioned in that section since there existed support for their
voting rights in other parts of the document. 2 5
By 1873 Smith was answering requests made by the National Woman
Suffrage Association for donations and speeches. Susan B. Anthony wanted
" ... his influence to the side of the broad construction of law on women
21

Elizabeth Smith Miller, n.d. GARL.

22

Elizabeth Oakes Smith to Gerrit Smith, Patchogue, Long Island, June 28, 1867.
GARL.

Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Gerrit Smith, January 1, 1866. GARL.
Gerrit Smith to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Peterboro, December 1, 1855. Printed copy,
GARL.
2 5 Gerrit Smith to Susan B. Anthony, Peterboro, February 5, 1873. GARL.
2 3

2 4
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First page of the letter of Susan B. Anthony to Gerrit Smith in which she reports her
refusal to pay a fine with the money Smith had sent her for the purpose. From the
Gerrit Smith Collection in the George Arents Research Library.
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voting.,,26 When she was fined and threatened with a prison term for voting,
Gerrit Smith was ready to support her with ideas and finances. She gratefully
accepted the money Smith sent her to pay her fine but refused to employ it
for that purpose and instead used it to print the judge's valuable argument for
female suffrage. With temerity, she told the marshall who came to collect the
fine that she saw no way for Uncle Sam to get his claim but to imprison
her. 27
Some of the staunchest opponents of women's voting were also
opponents of prohibition who believed that if women got the ballot, they
would surely institute laws against drinking - a well-founded fear. Many
women active in feminist reform, including Elizabeth Cady Stanton,
Antoinette Brown, Ann Fitzhugh Smith and Susan B. Anthony, were
concurrently leaders in the temperance movement. 28 In addition, a plank of
the Prohibition Party called for woman suffrage. 29 Gerrit Smith eloquently
added his voice, saying, "The enlightened and loving mothers of this land long
to vote for the blotting out of the dram-shop, the brothel and the gambling
hell: - but the fathers will not let them." If women could vote, they could
save their sons from ruin. Furthermore, Smith felt that the most effective
way for women to gain this right was for them to throng to the polls every
election until men could no longer stand it. In this way, they would convince
themselves, and consequently the men, of their faith in their right to vote. 3 0
There should be no hesitation in concluding from the evidence in the
Gerrit Smith Papers that Smith was indeed one of the leaders in the feminist
movement. And yet, Smith experienced a time when he found it necessary to
question the crusade. Explaining to Elizabeth Cady Stanton why he had so
little faith in the movement, he remarked that it was not in the proper hands,
but these hands could not be found at that time. What was needed, he felt,
was an age of common sense and reason:. Nevertheless, he urged all feminists
not to stop promoting their cause until their rights were won. 31 Doubts such
as these were not unusual, and it is apparent that they did not show up in
Smith's actions; indeed he was the man whom many feminists, in addition to
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, admired more than any other living man. 3 2

2 6 Susan B. Anthony to Gerrit Smith, Rochester, January 2, 1873. GARL.
27 Susan B. Anthony to Gerrit Smith, Rochester, August 5, 1873. GARL.
211 Alice Felt Tyler, Freedom's Ferment; New York: Harper and Row, 1962, p. 448.
29 Nelson Manfred Blake, A History of American Life and Thought, New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1963, p. 378.
30 GerritSmith, "For the Anti-Dram Shop," March 25, 1872. GARL.
31 Gerrit Smith to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Peterboro, December 1, 1855. Printed copy,
GARL.
32Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Gerrit Smith, New York, January 29, 1865 or 1868.
GARL.
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News ofthe Library and Library
Associates
T he Ernest S. Bird Library was dedicated on April 6, 1973, with
appropriate participation by the Library Associates. At the time of
dedication, this issue of The Courier was in the printing process. Dedication
events will be reported in the Summer issue.
More than a hundred new members joined Library Associates in the
first ten months of the 1972-73 membership drive. New interest has been
raised among potential members by the imaginative approach, commitment
to purpose, and hard work of the Membership Committee, enlarged to
include an "advisory" group and led by Miss Betsy Knapp, Membership
Chairman.
Teamwork has given an added impetus to the growth of the
organization, as the Program Committee under the leadership of its chairman,
Mrs. J. Howland Auchincloss, has planned with the Membership Committee
for programs of particular interest to continuing members, new members, and
friends. A gratifying proportion of the new members has been drawn to
Library Associates through local events scheduled from December through
April and the Open House program for faculty members held in February and
March.
The local or "mini-meetings" featured informal talks by Dr. Mary
Marshall on great Renaissance books in the Arents Library, Professor Randall
Brune on Sherlock Holmes and his brother Mycroft, Mrs. Antje Lemke on the
Brothers Grimm, and Mr. John Mayfield on book collectors and collecting.
Attendance at these events more than qua~rupled that of similar events last
year. Through the Open House program, new this year, Library Associates
entertained the English faculty, the Earth and Natural Sciences faculties and
the Social Sciences faculty on three separate occasions with a sherry hour in
Bird Library's 1916 Room, during which the faculty members found
opportunity to visit with specialty librarians in their fields, and viewed
exhibits relating to their disciplines prepared by Library Science students.
Publicity, especially in the city newspapers in the form of features, an
editorial, and comment in less formal columns, and in the University's own
Record, appeared in an impressive quantity this Spring, sparked by Publicity
Chairman Richard Case.
1972-1973 has exceeded all expectations as "a year to remember" for
Library Associates, beginning with the excitement of the opening of Bird
Library. It has also been a year of careful examination of the goals of Library
Associates and the means of achieving them. The months have been
characterized by growth of membership, increase of activity, and creative
planning. The future looks bright indeed.
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